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The Grange 
Housing and Facilities Committee 

10th May 2016 

MINUTES 

Present: Carol Riddington  Chair 
  Karen Stevens  Trustee 
  Linda Ferguson Trustee    
  John Pagella  Board Chair 

Sally Lines  CEO 
  Adrian Cotton  Head of Housing and Development  
  Di Cunliffe  PA to the Board and CEO 

 
1. Welcome and apologies. 

CR welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies were received from Laurence Oates. 
 

2. Minutes of the meeting on 23.2.16 
a. Accuracy 

Trustees agreed that the minutes were accurate. 
b.  Matters arising  

SL confirmed that action points from the previous meeting had been completed, 
with the exception of action point 4 (where SL will contact the Homes and 
Communities Agency for advice on the status of payments to tenants under notice) 
and action point 7 (changes to the KPI will be made for the 2016/17). 

 

 Summary of Actions arising from Housing and Facilities Committee meeting 10.5.2016 

Para Action 
No. 

Action Responsible 

3b 1 Discuss marketing Bardolin with estate agents. AC 

3b 2 Follow up with MVDC alternative accommodation for 2 
Bardolin tenants. 

SL 

3d 3 Get full plans drawn up for WL and CC and make the 
planning application for WL 

AC 

3f 4 Invite US Group to support planning application for 
parking and the issue of road safety it helps to address. 

JP 

3f 5 Seek architect’s advice on detailed plans and estimates 
for new parking facilities. 

AC 

3f 6 Seek planning consultant’s advice on the presentation 
strategy for a planning application. 

AC 

3f 7 Update Committee on next steps, in light of APs 5 and 6. AC 

7 8 Circulate revised draft ToRs for discussion and 
agreement at the Board meeting on 24.5.16.   

SL 

8 8 Compile a list of what’s provided in shared vs single 
accommodation by The Grange for future reference. 

AC/SL 
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3.   Housing, Facilities and Developments 
a) Main House Refurbishment 
CR reminded the Committee that the Board had raised the possibility of expediting the 
refurbishment works during its strategy discussions at the Awayday on 5th May. SL 
presented a paper that showed the current shortfall in required funds to complete the work 
is £88K; responses to trusts and foundations for a total of £78K are due by the end of June, 
leaving a potential shortfall of £10k if all funding applied for is received. The Committee 
agreed to recommend the Finance Committee gives in principle agreement to use reserves 
to make up any shortfall in anticipated donations. The maximum amount could be £88k but 
was likely to be at least half that figure or less. Actual figures should be known by the end of 
June. In principle agreement at this stage would enable contracts with the builders to be 
prepared, with a view to work starting in July. Members of the committee agreed to this 
proposal and will make the recommendation to Finance Committee.    
 
b) Leatherhead development 
AC confirmed that planning permission had been granted, the conditional contract with the 
developer had been signed and tenants had been identified for all 4 flats. JP advised that 
action to market the Bardolin cottages should start soon, to avoid the risk of a downturn in 
the market later in the year.1 The need to secure suitable alternative accommodation for 
the tenants is also becoming pressing, if the cottages are to be sold with vacant possession. 
SL explained that the 2 tenants for whom rehousing has yet to be arranged were not in a 
position to rent privately and she will chase up Mole Valley District Council about other 
suitable options in Bookham.2 
 
c) Magnolia office 
AC said that support staff were not yet agreed on their favoured layout, so there was 
nothing new to report. 
 
d) Conversion of Walnut and Chestnut Lodges 
SL said the plan was now to convert Chestnut Lodge from shared accommodation to two 
single flats, rather than three small bedsits. It would mean that, with the conversion of the 
HR office above, the number of tenants that could be accommodated would remain the 
same overall. She explained that the business case was more of a longer term investment 
than a gain in short term income generation. She confirmed that rental income for a flat 
would be slightly higher than for a bedsit, and JP commented that the main advantage 
would be reducing exposure to voids which lead to irrecoverable lost income. Walnut Lodge 
could be used as temporary accommodation while the work is carried out.  AC explained 
that he would need to get architect’s to draw up plans for Walnut Lodge (at a cost of some 
£1,500). It was noted that, as the proposal for Chestnut Cottage is now for two single flats, 
then planning permission would not be necessary. The Committee agreed that the plans for 
both properties should be developed fully and a planning application for the conversion of 
Walnut Lodge made3.    
 

                                                           
1 AC to discuss marketing Bardolin with estate agents. 
2 SL to follow up with MVDC alternative accommodation for 2 Bardolin tenants. 
3 AC to get full plans drawn up for both properties and make the planning application for WL. 
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e) The Base 
AC reported that he was chasing up the architect for a specification which we can then get a 
builder to cost up. The estimate cost is needed for us to be able to start any fundraising. 
 
f) Parking at The Grange 
AC presented the range of possible new sites for additional parking spaces and a proposal to 
“grasscrete” the top half of the field so that it could be used year-round. He confirmed that 
planning permission would be needed for all proposals. KS noted that the total cost would 
be in the region of £100k and that additional parking would not, of itself, generate income 
to offset any of the cost. JP said that parking is an essential facility at The Grange, given its 
location, and would help to attract staff, as most of them travel to work by car. He advised 
that a single planning application covering all potential sites should be submitted and he 
outlined the arguments to support it, including those linked to increases in demand and 
road safety risks when the neighbouring old people’s home development is complete. As   
Family Carers and the US Group4 have already voiced concerns about this, he suggested 
they could be invited to help make the case. He suggested that further advice and expertise 
is sought in order to prepare the application5 6and that the Committee is consulted again – 
by email if necessary - before an application is made7. 
 
g) Review of Pool 
To be reviewed May 2017, as per the minutes from 23/2/16. 
 
4.  KPIs 

The Committee congratulated the H&F team on its performance through the year. 
 
5. Finance 

The Committee noted and thanked AM for his simplified report.  
 
6.  Health and Safety 

The Committee thanked DR for diligent inspections and his reports. 
 
7. Terms of Reference 

Commenting on the latest draft Terms of Reference, Committee members noted the 
work done by the Governance Committee, but agreed with LF that the Housing and 
Facilities Committee needs to have formal, delegated decision-making powers in 
order to progress non-financial business, such as agreeing to make planning 
applications. Regarding the Charity Commission’s guidance that Committees should 
not have delegated powers to decide on novel or high risk matters, JP suggested that 
the Committee’s decision making powers must be in accord with The Grange’s 
strategic plan (which has already been agreed by the full Board).  KS suggested that 
the Terms of Reference should also include powers to take decisions with cost 
implications up to £10k, as planning applications for example come with a cost 
attached. LF also suggested that responsibility for identifying risks and risk 

                                                           
4 JP to mention to US Group at next meeting. 
5 AC to seek architect’s advice on detailed plans and estimates. 
6 AC to seek planning consultant’s advice on the presentation strategy for a planning application. 
7 AC to update Committee on next steps, in light of APs 5 and 6 
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management strategies is not the sole responsibility of the Committee and 
considered it to be a shared role with the CEO and SMT. The Committee agreed with 
these suggestions. SL offered to reword and circulate a revised version.8  

 
8. Tenants’ Meetings 

AC reported that the issues raised in meetings he had attended were minor 
maintenance matters. SL said that no-one had raised any issues in her annual 
tenancy signing meetings with individual tenants, and had noted the improvement 
tenants were reporting on how quickly and well the Facilities team were dealing with 
matters since the situation two years ago. She informed the Committee that we do 
need to be clearer on what The Grange provides in shared and single 
accommodation respectively9. 

 
9. Recommendations to the Finance Committee 

That the Finance Committee agrees in principle to use reserves to cover the cost of 
any eventual shortfall  that exists after donations from outstanding funding 
applications have been received by end June 2016, in order to pay for the 
completion of Phase 2 of the refurbishment (up to a maximum of £88k).  This will 
enable a contract to be drawn up with the builder to carry out the works. 

 
10. Recommendations to the Board 

That the Board agrees the Terms of Reference for the Committee as revised 
following this meeting. 

 
11. Any other business. 

 AC mentioned that there has been a recent very thorough fire risk assessment which 
may give rise to a number of detailed recommendations. These include 
arrangements in and training for evacuation from the Main House first floor. The 
Committee noted this and CR emphasised the need to manage the risks for people 
with restricted mobility in a positive way, rather than denying people access.   

 SL said that the 10-year rolling maintenance schedule was available, if any 
Committee members want to see the work currently forecast.  

 
 
 
Next meeting:   9.30am, 18th August 2016 

                                                           
8 SL to circulate revised draft ToRs for discussion and agreement at the Board meeting on 24.5.16.   
9 AC/SL to compile a list of what’s provided in shared vs single accommodation by The Grange for future 
reference. 


